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SUMMARY of CHANGE

AR 40–10
Health Hazard Assessment Program in support of the Army Materiel Acquisition Decision Process

This revision--

- Parallels the systems acquisitions policy and procedures in AR 70-1.
- Addresses the coordination of the health hazard assessment with manpower and personnel integration to include system safety engineering and human factors engineering portions of the Materiel Acquisition Decision Process (paras 1-51, 2-1, 2-4, and 2-7a).
- Updates the assessment of health hazards during market investigations and in the acquisition strategy (para 1-5b).
- Redefines and provides guidance on using and identifying risk assessment codes (para 1-5d, and app B).
- Establishes guidance for the independent medical assessors (para 1-5e).
- Updates the health hazard standards or criteria to be used or developed (para 1-5i).
- Incorporates guidance on toxicity clearances of developmental items (para 1-5o).
- Clarifies the requirements for the Long Range Research, Development, and Acquisition Plan (para 2-13b).
- Updates the responsibilities given to the program executive officers; program, project, and product managers; Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition); Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans; Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans; Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel; and Commanding General, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command and other combat developers and trainers (paras 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8, 2-12, and 2-13).
- Establishes who will coordinate medical aspects of the Materiel Acquisition Decision Process with The Surgeon General (paras 2-1, 2-3, and 2-5).
- Redefines when The Surgeon General Provides Guidance on the medical aspects of the Materiel Acquisition Decision Process (para 2-6c).
- Deletes The Surgeon General’s responsibility for developing appropriate data item descriptions to guide data collection for the health hazard assessment.
- Redefines when U.S. Army Materiel Command and other materiel developers address health considerations (para 2-7a).
- Establishes the approving authority regarding the medical aspects of safety releases (para 2-7c).
o Establishes the reimbursement guidance for the program executive officers, product managers, and U.S. Army Materiel Command and other materiel developers (para 2-7d).

o Assigns responsibility to the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency for assessing the medical efficacy of material systems (para 2-9c).

o Adds guidance on performance medical research in support of the health hazards assessment (para 3-2).

o Redefines the phases of a health hazard assessments and provides guidance in completing the needed procedures (chap 3).

o Provides information on obtaining assistance while performing the health hazard assessment (para 3-8).

o Deletes the explanation of health hazard assessment procedures during a model Materiel Acquisition Decision Process.

o Deletes the example of a Health Hazard Assessment Report.

o Updates the description of the model Materiel Acquisition Decision Process and related health hazard assessment actions (fig 3-1).

o Defines the health hazard categories addressed by the Health Hazard Assessment Program (para 4-1 and app C).
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1–1. Purpose
This regulation—
  a. Implements the Army Health Hazard Assessment (HHA) program according to DOD Directive 5000.1, DOD Instruction 5000.2, and DOD Manual 5000.2–M, and supplements basic Army policies, procedures, and responsibilities outlined in AR 70–1, AR 70–10, AR 71–3, AR 385–16, AR 602–1, and AR 602–2.
  b. Prescribes specific responsibilities of developers for support of the Army Materiel Acquisition Decision Process (MADP).
  c. Describes the HHA program as an integrated effort, throughout the entire MADP. Specifically, it considers—
     (1) Mission needs.
     (2) Concept analysis.
     (3) Research.
     (4) Development.
     (5) Testing.
     (6) Evaluation.
     (7) Production (in government facilities).
     (8) Procurement.
     (9) Training.
     (10) Use.
     (11) Storage.
     (12) System maintenance.
     (13) Transportation.
     (14) Demilitarization.
     (15) Disposal.
  d. Addresses coordination of the HHA with manpower and personnel integration (MANPRINT) to include system safety engineering and human factors engineering (HFE) portions of the MADP.
  e. Prescribes policies and procedures to identify and eliminate or control health hazards associated with the MADP.

1–2. References
Required and related publications are listed in appendix A.

1–3. Explanation of abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations and special terms used in this regulation are explained in the glossary.

1–4. Proponency and exceptions
The proponent for this regulation is The Surgeon General (TSG). TSG has the authority to approve exceptions to this regulation. Only exceptions that are consistent with controlling law and regulation may be approved. TSG may delegate this authority in writing to a division chief within the Office of The Surgeon General who holds the rank of at least colonel or the civilian grade equivalent. The approval authority will coordinate all exceptions with Headquarters, Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, ATTN: DAJA–AL, Washington, DC 20310–2200.

1–5. Program objective
a. The Primary objective of the HHA Program is to identify and eliminate or control health hazards associated with the life cycle management of–
   (1) Weapons.
   (2) Equipment.
   (3) Clothing.
   (4) Training devices.
   (5) Materiel systems.

b. The specific objectives which support the primary objective are as follows:
   (1) To preserve and protect the health of the individual soldier and other personnel.
   (2) To reduce degradation of the soldier’s performance and of the system’s effectiveness.
   (3) To enhance the original system design so that retrofits needed to eliminate or control health hazards are reduced.
   (4) To reduce readiness deficiencies, that are attributable to health hazards, which cause training or operational restrictions.
   (5) To reduce personnel compensation claims by eliminating or reducing injury or illness caused by health hazards associated with the use of Army systems.
   (6) To reduce the health hazards due to the potential environmental contamination associated with the use of Army System.

1–6. Policies for the HHA Program
a. The HHA procedures will be integrated throughout all phases of the MADP. Health hazards will be identified, evaluated, and eliminated or controlled to give personnel maximum protection. These actions will be consistent with mission requirements and cost effectiveness considerations.

b. The HHA will be accomplished on each material system, component, item, and product improvement, including nondevelopment items (NDIs). Health Hazards will be assessed during market investigations and will be considered in the acquisition strategy. (See table 4–1 for the HHAR format and instructions.)

c. There will be no compromises of health protection criteria and standards without formal documentation of the accepted risks. (See app B.)
d. Risk assessment codes (RACs) will be assigned to each identified health hazard. (See app B.) Competent Army Medical Department (AMEDD) personnel will estimate and assign the RACs. The RACs will—
   (1) Estimate the degree of risk associated with each hazard resulting from noncompliance with recommended control measures.
   (2) Establish priorities for control actions.
   c. For each system within the MADP, independent medical assessors will—
      (1) Review historical health hazards data on predecessor or similar systems.
      (2) Review new system designs to determine if health hazards exist and to recommend corrective action.
      (3) Make recommendations to resolve issues and to acquire data to verify controls for health hazards.
   f. All data or results on health hazards will be considered in all applicable system documents. (The assessment procedure is described in chap 3.)
   g. The potential health hazards will be considered in all applicable system documents. The assessment of potential health hazards will be based on training and combat scenarios.

h. When health hazard criteria or standards do not exist, initiate appropriate medical research to develop the necessary biomedical data base. Use this data base in HHA process.

i. Health hazard standards used or developed will be—
   (1) Compatible with Federal occupational safety and health standards, American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists Threshold Limit Values, or specifically adopted consensus standards (when conflicting standards exist, the more stringent applies); or
   (2) Consistent with Military–Unique requirements, design, or specification when compliance with standards in (1) above are rendered infeasible or when no regulatory or consensus standard exists for military application.

j. Existing HHA data (acquired in earlier research, development, test, and evaluation (RTDE) and used in developmental and fielded systems) from all sources will be appropriately applied to—
   (1) Preclude duplication of effort.
   (2) Take advantage of lessons learned with other material systems.

k. Exempt material which falls under the regulatory guidelines of other Federal agencies. The applies when the military application is equivalent to the intended use of the material.

l. Health standards or criteria, test operating procedures, and other criteria pertaining to HHAs will be written or revised to reflect state–of–the–art practices.

m. Manpower, personnel, training, system safety, health, and HFE
organizations, agencies, and personnel will coordinate health hazard matters of mutual interest.

m. To accomplish the HHA, researchers, developers, testers, evaluators, trainers, and independent medical assessors will plan, program, and budget for adequate resources.

n. To support the provisions of this regulation, researchers, developers, tests, or evaluators may establish memorandums of understanding with appropriate AMEDD elements, with TSG’s concurrence.

a. All requests for medical support needed to conduct the HHA of material according to this regulation and for toxicity clearances (AR 40–5) will be sent through command medical channels to TSG, HQDA (SGPS–PSP), 5109 Leesburgs Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041–3258.

Chapter 2
Responsibilities

Section I
Headquarters Elements

2–1. Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition)(ASA(RDA))
The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition (ASA(RDA)) will—
a. Implement the HHA program throughout the MADP per this regulation.
b. Include RTDE funds for HHAs in the annual submission of the Army budget.
c. Coordinate with the TSG in matters regarding the medical aspects of the MADP.
d. Document risk acceptance decisions for materiel systems within their risk decision authority. (See app B.)

2–2. Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations, Logistics, and Environment)
The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition (ASA(RDA)) will provide policy oversight regarding the establishment under the HHA program of medical policies, health standards, and exposure limits or other policies that relate occupational exposure of personnel to actual or potential health hazards.

2–3. Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans (DCSOPS) has Army general staff responsibility for ensuring the HHA is considered when Army policy and guidance is developed for—
b. User Test (UT) Programs. DCSOPS will work with the Commanding General, U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (CG, USAOTEA) and the Army acquisition executive (AAE) to ensure that the HHA is considered.
c. Training and training devices policies.
d. Coordinating with TSG in matters regarding the medical aspects of the MADP.

2–4. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel has Army general staff responsibility to ensure that—
a. The MANPRINT process is considered throughout the materiel acquisition cycle.
b. HHA high level hazards are presented to the Army systems acquisition review council (ASARC) (see para 2–12e) and defense acquisition board reviews.
c. HHA is integrated into the MANPRINT assessment during MADP.
d. Medical aspects of the MADP are coordinated with TSG.

2–5. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics has Army general staff responsibility to ensure that—
a. HHA considerations are incorporated into integrated logistics support policy and guidance (AR 700–127).
b. Logistics impacts of the HHA are considered in the Integrated Logistics Support Program Assessments.
c. Medical aspects of the MADP are coordinated with TSG.

2–6. The Surgeon General
TSG has Army staff responsibility for the HHA program in support of the MADP per AR 70–1. TSG will also—
a. Assess HHA data, establish and issue all medical policies, health standards, exposure limits, or other policies that relate exposure of personnel to actual or potential health hazards.
b. Maintain coordination with test organizations and provide consultation to the Army staff, materiel developers (MATDEVs), combat developers (CBTDEVs), and test organizations in matters regarding the medical aspects of the MADP.
c. Provide guidance on medical aspects prior to the issue of safety releases for (Technical Test (TTs) and UTs).
d. Coordinate with the U.S. Army Health Services Command (USAHSC) and the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command (USAMRDC) on all HHA medical support requests received from developers and testers.
e. Provide representatives to MADP committees, boards, working groups, and in–process reviews, as applicable.

2–7. Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command and other MATDEVs
The Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command (CG, USAMC) and other MATDEVs will—
a. Assess HHA data, establish and issue all medical policies, health standards, exposure limits, or other policies that relate exposure of personnel to actual or potential health hazards.

(1) The HHA is accomplished on each development system, component, and item.

(2) Sufficient health hazard data are acquired through RDTE to resolve any health issues.

(3) Corrective actions are taken to eliminate, reduce, or control health risk before systems are fielded.

b. Ensure that health considerations are addressed during the evaluation of new technology in the Concept Based Requirements Systems (CBRS) process.

c. Serve as approving authority regarding the medical aspects of safety releases for TTs and UTs of nonmedical materiel.

d. Provide reimbursement for all—

(1) Onsite HHA support as requested through command Channels.

(2) HHA research related to materiel specific, military–unique health effects.

e. Incorporate HHA requirements into all acquisition and decision point (milestone) documents.

f. Ensure that commanders, test planners, and test directors of all test agencies engaged in TTs that support the MADP will—

(1) Address the HHA issues in detailed test plans for systems.

(2) Seek professional medical consultation from TSG when it is needed in planning or designing HHA–related tests.

(3) Conduct or monitor HHA testing on behalf of the MATDEV and include the AMEDD HHA in independent evaluation reports.

(4) Incorporate medical input in all test documentation when needed for the nonroutine assessment of health hazards in testing.

(5) Ensure that health hazards and related safety hazards observed during assigned tests are reported, documented in test reports, and are assessed in evaluation reports, as appropriate. Furnish a copy to Commander, U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, ATTN: HSHB–MO–A, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010–5422, and Commander, U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN: AMSTE–ST, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005–5055.
g. Document risk acceptance decisions for materiel systems within their risk decision authority. (See app B.)

h. Initiate and fund requests for conducting and preparing HHAs for all non-major systems for which USAMC has oversight through Commanding General, Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Command, ATTN: AMCSG, 5001 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22333–0001 to HQDA (SGPS–PSP–E), 5109 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 220413258 per this regulation.

i. Incorporate the HHA as part of the MANPRINT assessment (AR 602–2).

j. Ensure that matrix support includes the HHA implementation of this regulation.

k. Perform the following actions through the Director, U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory:

   (1) Incorporate accepted medical and biomedical principles of health hazard prevention and control in HFE services provided to the CBTDEV and MATDEV.

   (2) Identify gaps and voids in biomedical data bases during the performance of the HFE in the MADP. Ensure that the Director, U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory alerts TSG of the medical research requirements needed to identify, prevent, or control health hazards in the establishment of appropriate exposure criteria or medical standards.

   (3) Maintain liaison with on–site medical department activities (MEDDACs) who provide HHA support to CBTDEVs and MATDEVs.

   (4) Advise on–site MEDDACs of potential health hazards identified during the performance of HFE support.

2–8. Commanding General, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, and other CBTDEVs and trainers

The CG, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (USATRÄDOC) and other CBTDEVs and trainers will—

a. Address the health considerations during the assessment and corrective action phase of the CBRS.

b. Address health considerations in program management documents prior to milestone 0 of the MADP.

c. Include and correctly reference health criteria and procedures to control risk in the appropriate Army system training procedures and publications provided to the user.

d. Provide reimbursement for—

(1) On–site HHA support as requested through command channels.

(2) HHA related medical studies for military unique health effects prior to milestone 0.

e. Provide system training and combat use scenarios for use in performing HHAs.

f. Ensure that issues and criteria and CBTDEV and training support packages for UTs of Army materiel systems adequately address the HHA.

g. Perform the following actions when functioning as a test agency for assigned tests:

   (1) Provide copies of health hazard data to TSG for assessment.

   (2) Obtain an HHAAR from ISG, and promptly provide it to the test unit or board conducting the test so that there will be enough time for test planning.

   h. Ensure that health hazards and related safety hazards observed during assigned tests are reported, documented in test reports, and are assessed in evaluation reports, as appropriate. Furnish a copy to Commander, U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, ATTN: HSHB–MO–A, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010–5422 and Commander, U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN: AMSTE– ST, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005–5055.

   i. Initiate coordination with their supporting MEDDAC’s or medical center’s (MEDCEN’s) preventive medicine (PVNTMED) service to allow the PVNTMED service to provide technical input into all requirements documents and MANPRINT joint working groups (MJWGs) to identify potential health hazards early in the materiel acquisition process.

j. Staff all requirements documents with Commandant, Academy of Health Sciences, U.S. Army, ATTN: H–SHA–CDM, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234–6100 for medical review.

2–9. Commanding General, U.S. Army Health Services Command

The CG, USAHSC will plan, program, and budget resources required by the MEDCENs or MEDDACs, Academy of Health Sciences (AHS), and U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (USAEHA) to carry out the responsibilities below.

a. Through the PVNTMED service, designate MEDDAC or MEDCEN personnel to serve on system MJWGs and system safety working groups. The personnel will provide reviews and written comments on system MANPRINT management plans (SMMPs) and will coordinate medical reviews with other AMEDD HHA elements.

b. Through the Commandant, AHS, with assistance from supporting MEDDACs or MEDCENs, provide CBTDEVs with a review of requirements, development, and testing documents of materiel systems (to include medical materiel). This review will be provided to ensure adequate consideration of known and potential health hazards. Also, AHS will provide HHA training for AMEDD personnel.

c. Through Commander, USAEHA,

(1) Assist TSG, during the MADP, in the analysis of health hazards inherent to or resulting from the operation and maintenance of materiel systems. If the system is intended to protect the health of the soldier or if the system produce’s a product consumed by the soldier, then an assessment of the medical efficacy of the system will be performed. Pharmaceuticals, biological, and devices, which are regulated by the Food and Drug Administration for efficacy, are exempt from this process. The CG, USAMRDC will assess this medical materiel, which is regulated under parts I through 1399, title 21, Code of Federal Regulations (21 CFR I through 1399). Upon request, prepare and submit HHARs to TSG for input to MADP’s decision point milestones and materiel releases. (See AR 700 142.)

(2) Provide technical services to evaluate developers’ data gathering methods and to interpret test results.

(3) Conduct on–site data gathering for those materiel systems where user health hazards cannot be addressed by the developer or where developer’s data require further resolution. Obtain reimbursement per paragraphs 2–7d and 2–8d.

(4) Develop for TSG the recommended health protection criteria standards, and exposure limits. Coordinate these criteria standards, and limits with USAMRDC as appropriate.

(5) Maintain liaison with developmental and operational test and evaluation agencies. Assist in developing state–of–the–art test methods and standardization of the test operating procedures.

(6) Maintain the HHA data base and records. Identify voids in biomedical data bases, health protection criteria, standards, and HHA procedures. Make recommendations on research requirements and procedural changes to TSG for the development of these data bases. Maintain and publish an index quarterly of all HHA data base information currently available.

2–10. Commanding General, U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command

The CG, USAMRDC will—

a. Plan, program, budget, and execute medical RDTE tasks that support Army system development and acquisition programs. These tasks include, but are not limited to, the development of biomedical data bases on the mechanism of human physiological and toxicological responses to military unique exposures, especially those exposures that are common to many weapon systems.

b. Coordinate with ASA(RDA), MATDEVs, and CBTDEVs in establishing HHA funding levels, per paragraphs 2–1, 2–7, 2–8, which are appropriate and adequate to support USAMRDC’s HHA program.

c. Develop and maintain a biomedical science and technology base to be used for—

   (1) Setting health and safety standards and practices for Army personnel, as appropriate. This is done in coordination with USAEHA. (See para 2–9c(4).)
Section II
Program Executive Officers, Program, Project, and Product Managers

2–12. Program executive officers
Program executive officers (PEOs) will–

a. Include in program, project, and product managers’ (PMs) charters the responsibility for executing the HHA program.

b. Monitor PM and contractor execution of the HHA program requirements.

c. Rate assigned PM execution of HHA responsibilities.

d. Develop policy and procedures to ensure PMs obtain the HHA and make them available to responsible headquarters.

e. Ensure that the HHA status and issues are briefed during the MANPRINT portion of each system review, for example pre–ASARC and ASARC (AR 15–14).

f. Ensure that the PMs plan, program, and budget for the HHA and any medical research.

g. Document risk acceptance decisions for materiel systems within their risk decision authority. (See app B.)

2–13. Program, project, and product managers
The PMs will–

a. Ensure HHA program implementation on major defense acquisition, Army designated acquisition, and level I non–major programs. (See AR 70–1.)

b. Provide adequate support for effective HHA program implementation and maintenance. Include HHA program requirements in the Long Range Research, Development, and Acquisition Plan.

c. Plan, program, and budget for the HHA.

d. Ensure that the HHA is identified as an integrating function for MANPRINT in the design process.

e. Initiate requests for the conduct and preparation of HHAs from HQ, U.S. Army Materiel Command (USAMC), ATTN: AMCSG, 5001 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22333–0001 or HQDA (SGPS–PSP–E), 5109 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041–3258.

f. Conduct HHA reviews to determine the status and adequacy of HHA efforts.

g. Annotate the status and adequacy of HHAs in program documents and brief at milestone decision reviews.

h. Brief HHA status and issues during each review of a materiel system.

i. Include HHA issues and resolutions in the TT and UT Programs and other tests and evaluations.

j. Monitor materiel system contractors’ accomplishments of HHA objectives and requirements as specified in the statement of work.

k. Document risk acceptance decisions for materiel systems within their risk decision authority. (See app B.)

Chapter 3
Health Hazard Assessment Procedures

3–1. Introduction
This chapter–

a. Outlines the procedures of the HHA program during the entire MADP.

b. Identifies the AMEDD elements that support the developer for each phase of the MADP.

c. Identifies the required HHA action for each phase of the MADP. See figure 3–1 for a detailed description of a model MADP and the related HHA actions.

3–2. Medical research In support of the HHA

a. Medical research is performed to develop a biomedical data base on actual or potential health hazards in equipment and systems being developed, modified, or procured as an NDI.

b. The data base supports the preparation of HHARs. (See chap 4.) It is also used to identify military–unique hazards inherent to the materiel under consideration, thereby supporting military–unique health protection criteria.
3–3. HHA during the preconcept exploration phase

a. Mission area analysis or mission area materiel plan. Formal collaboration between–

(1) The Commandant, Academy of Health Sciences, U.S. Army, ATTN: HSHA–CDM, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234 6100 and other CBTDEV and MATDEVs will identify potential health hazard issues associated with Army deficiencies during the corrective action phase of the mission area analysis. These deficiencies are used by the CBTDEV mission area proponents (USATRADOC centers and schools), in coordination with appropriate MATDEV major subordinate commands and laboratories, whose publications are synchronized with the DA prioritization process and the DA long range research, development, and acquisition plan to develop mission area development plans.

(2) USAMRDC and MATDEVs will identify HHA data base requirements to support the development of new technologies during the CBRS process.

b. Concept requirement or technology base activities phase. During the concept requirement or technology base activities phase leading to the program decision memorandum, the–

(1) CBTDEVs will identify potential health hazard issues in the SMMP that support the program requirements document (specifically the operational and organizational plan, mission need statement, and required operation concept).

(2) MATDEVs will identify the potential health hazards during the preparation of the acquisition strategy. This is normally incorporated into and approved with the system concept paper or decision coordinating paper.

(3) AMEDD will support the development of the SMMP when needed by providing representatives to the MJWG.

(4) USAMRDC will coordinate with each MATDEV for an annual review of new technological. Following this review, USAMRDC will propose, in coordination with TSG, HQDA (SGPS–PSP) to the MATDEV, a plan of medical research for each technology for consideration in developing the planning acquisition strategy.

3–4. HHA during the concept exploration and definition phase

During the initiation period leading to the concept exploration or definition phase decision point, the CBTDEVs and MATDEVs will identify specific responsibilities and tasks to quantify, eliminate, or
control real or potential health hazards. The initial HHAs will provide the HHA input into appropriate MADP supporting documentation. Program management documents are identified and included to support the next milestone. Obtain AMEDD assistance—

a. Through the supporting MEDDAC or MEDCEN PVNTMED service, which will provide technical input into requirements documents developed by the CBTDDEVs.

b. Through command channels to HQDA (SGPS–PSP), 5109 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041–3258, on staffing the medical input to and review of program documents developed by the MATDEV. This review will be in the form of an HHA.

3–5. HHA during the concept demonstration and validation phase

During this phase, test and evaluation plans prepared by the MATDEV for TTs and by the CBTDDEVs or USAOTEA for UTs will include health issues and will identify biomedical data sources and evaluation methods aimed at evaluating health hazard risks.

a. During the TT cycle, the collection of health hazard data is primarily a MATDEVs responsibility.

b. TSG will evaluate the health hazard data. The MATDEVs will ensure that this evaluation is completed by requesting it through channels from HQDA (SGPS–PSP), 5109 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041–3258. The MATDEV should make sure the request reaches HQDA (SGPS–PSP) at least 90 days before the assessment is required. The evaluation will be in the form of an HHA. (See chap 4.) TSG will submit the evaluation through command channels to the appropriate MATDEV organizations and independent evaluators as part of the system evaluation material.

3–6. HHA during the full–scale development–low rate initial production phase

a. During this phase, the MATDEV will—
   (1) Collect sufficient data.

   (2) Submit the data to TSG according to the procedures in paragraph 3–5b above for preparation of the HHA. (See chap 4.)

b. Testers and independent evaluators will send health hazard data collected during TTs and UTs to an independent medical assessor appointed by TSG. This data will be for incorporation into the HHA. TSG will appoint the independent medical evaluator upon initiation of procedures in paragraph 3–4 above.

3–7. HHA during the full rate production and initial deployment phase

a. Based on the HHA provided by TSG, developers will ensure incorporation of special operational procedures required to mitigate or control health hazards into doctrinal, operational, maintenance, and training publications and materials.

b. Post–production testing (AR 702–10) will be coordinated with the HHAR. This additional data must be provided, along with a request for an updated IHHAR or final HHAR. This step normally occurs as a result of the TT or UT cycles. The HHA input will be in the form of an Initial Health Hazard Assessment Report (IHHAR) or HHAR as appropriate. (See chap 4.)

3–8. HHA assistance

The MATDEVs, CBTDDEVs, and independent evaluators may request additional AMEDD assistance from TSG for—

a. Designation of AMEDD representation on the special task force or special study group and test integration working group when health hazard issues are being assessed.

b. Medical review of—
   (1) Independent evaluation reports.
   (2) Outline test plans.
   (3) Test design plans.
   (4) Test and evaluation master plans.
   c. Technical consultation and direct test support.
   d. Health hazard input into the Safety Assessment Report (AR 385–16), safety and health data sheets, and occupational HHARs. This input will be in the form of an Initial Health Hazard Assessment Report (IHHAR) or HHAR as appropriate. (See chap 4.)

Chapter 4
Health Hazard Assessment Report (Requirement Control Symbol MED–388)

4–1. Purpose of the Health Hazard Assessment Report

The HHAR is the formal document used by TSG to provide the developer, tester, evaluator, and user of new materiel an analysis and assessment of health hazard issues. See table 4–1 for the format and instructions to be used in writing the HHAR.

a. The HHAR will provide a discussion of health hazard issues, by using the health hazard categories defined in appendix C.

b. The HHAR also provides recommendations for eliminating or controlling identified hazards.

c. The HHAR is developed from data made available to the health hazard assessor. This data is gathered from a variety of sources and includes results of TTs, UTs, and initial production tests. The MATDEV must ensure that appropriate health hazard data are available to make the assessment. The health hazard assessor is normally the AMEDD element tasked by TSC to provide direct support to the MATDEV as described in paragraphs 3–5 and 3–6.

4–2. Preparation

a. Requests for an HHAR will be submitted by the MATDEVs and CBTDDEVs through command channels to HQDA (SGPS–PSP). The MATDEVs will send copies to Commander, U.S. Army Environmental Agency, ATTN: HSHB–MO–A, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010–5422 and to Commanding General, U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command, ATTN: SGRD–PLC, Fort Detrick, MD 217015012. When TSG approves the request, direct communication between the assessor and the MATDEVs or CBTDDEVs is essential to ensure that all necessary information is made available to the assessor.

b. During the early stages of a developmental effort, the assessor will usually prepare an IHHAR because sufficient information will not be available to prepare a complete HHAR. (Format and instructions for an IHHAR are the same as for an HHAR.) The IHHAR should usually—
   (1) Identify the areas where data or standards do not allow for a complete HHAR.

   (2) Recommend to the MATDEV the areas where more data must be obtained or where further developmental effort must be focused.

c. As additional data becomes available to the health hazard assessor, the IHHAR will be refined and used to develop an updated or final HHAR. This step normally occurs as a result of the TT or UT cycles. However, more data from subsequent testing may be needed if insufficient biomedical data prevents earlier completion of the HHAR. This additional data must be provided, along with a request for an updated IHHAR or final HHAR, through the command medical channels presented in paragraph 1–6 O.

4–3. Distribution

a. The AMEDD assessor who prepares the HHAR will submit the report to TSG for approval. TSG, upon approval, will submit the HHAR (or IHHAR) back through command channels to the original MATDEVs or CBTDDEVs requester.

b. The requester will use the report as described in chapter 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paragraph</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>References</td>
<td>List source materials used in preparing the report. Include office consultations and telephone conversations. Summarize telephone conversations and consultations in memorandums for record and retain the memorandum for record with the file copy of the HHAR. If the references are numerous, put them in a bibliography as an appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>In a single paragraph, briefly identify the system and its purpose. Address significant health hazard issues that are unidentified in paragraph 4. Summarize the major recommendations from paragraph 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Describe the system being assessed. Include pertinent components, intended use of the system, intended users, systems being superseded or augmented, and any prior assessments performed on earlier system prototypes. Also use this paragraph to summarize prior evaluations of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identification of health hazards issues</td>
<td>For each component of the system, describe and discuss each potential or actual health hazard issue of concern. Use subparagraphs for each component, with additional subparagraphs for each health hazard discussion to assist reader clarity. Provide enough detail so the reader will understand the specific problem, issues involved, and reasoning behind the analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Assessment of health hazards issues</td>
<td>Analyze data against health standards or criteria. Provide conclusions regarding the medical impact of the health hazards identified in paragraph 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Recommended actions that should resolve (reduce, control, or eliminate) actual or potential health hazards described. Give a separate statement for each hazard. Following each statement, assign an overall RAC and, in parentheses, show the hazard severity and hazard probability categories. An example would be &quot;RAC 3 (Hazard Severity 2, Hazard Probability D).&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Preparer identification</td>
<td>Include a statement that the HHA was prepared by the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010–5422, in (month and year). Point of contact is the HHA office, DSN 584–2925. List contributing divisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Risk Assessment Codes

B–1. Introduction
The goal of the HHA program is to eliminate health hazards by design. When health hazards are not eliminated during the early design stage, a risk assessment procedure based on hazard severity and mishap probability will be used to establish priorities for corrective action and the resolution of identified health hazards. RACs (adapted from MIL–STD 882, para 4.5) are used to quantify risk to personnel (users and testers) operating or maintaining a system or conducting an operation. The RACs show the adverse health effect or possible loss of bodily systems described in categories of hazard severity and hazard probability. Descriptions and categories of these two terms are as follows:

a. Hazard severity– Hazard severity is an assessment of the worst potential consequence. This assessment is defined by degree of bodily injury, occupational illness, health–related performance degradation, or bodily system damage which could occur. Hazard severity categories are assigned by a Roman numeral as explained below:

(1) Category I– Catastrophic: Hazard may cause death or total loss of a bodily system.
(2) Category II– Critical: Hazard may cause severe bodily injury, severe occupational illness, or major damage to a bodily system.
(3) Category III– Marginal: Hazard may cause minor bodily injury, minor occupational illness, or minor damage to a bodily system.
(4) Category IV– Negligible: Hazard would cause less than minor bodily injury, minor occupational illness, or minor bodily system damage.

b. Hazard probability– Hazard probability refers to the likelihood that a hazard will occur. This probability is based on an assessment of such factors as location, exposure in terms of cycles or hours of...
operation, and affected population. Qualitative hazard probability levels are assigned by a capital letter as explained in table B–1.

### Table B–1
**Hazard probability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive word</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Specific individual item</th>
<th>Fleet or inventory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENT</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Likely to occur frequently.</td>
<td>Continuously experienced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBABLE</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Will occur several times in the life of an item</td>
<td>Will occur frequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCASIONAL</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Likely to occur sometime I the life of an item</td>
<td>Will occur several times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Unlikely but possible to occur in the life of an item</td>
<td>Unlikely but can reasonably be expected to occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPROBA-</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>So unlikely, it can be assumed occurrence may not be experienced.</td>
<td>Unlikely to occur, but possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B–2. Risk assessment code

a. This code shows the degree of risk assessment by combining the elements of hazard severity and hazard probability.

b. Rank order is assigned using table B–2.

(1) The lower the number assigned, the higher the assessed risk. For example, a hazard severity category of IV and a hazard probability level of C would give a RAC of 5.

(2) The assessed risk levels are RACs I and 2 equaling high level risks, RAC 3 equaling medium level risks, and RACs 4 and 5 equaling low level risks.

### Table B–2
**Risk assessment codes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard severity</th>
<th>Hazard Probability levels categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B–3. Action on identified health hazards

Actions will be taken to eliminate identified health hazards or reduce the associated risk. Catastrophic and critical health hazards will be eliminated or their associated risk reduced to a level acceptable to the AAE.

#### B–4. Risk decision authority

The risk decision authority will serve as a guide for reporting and obtaining acceptance decisions and will be included in the acquisition strategy. See tables B–3 and B–4.

### Table B–3
**Risk decision authority major defense acquisition programs and Army designated acquisition programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard risk assessment code</th>
<th>Risk Level</th>
<th>Decision authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RACs 1 and 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>AAE or designee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAC 3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>PEO or equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACs 4 and 5</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PM or equivalent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Appendix C

**Health Hazard Categories Addressed by the HHA Program**

#### C–1. Introduction

The references listed are not all inclusive. Use additional Occupational Safety and Health Administration, DOD, consensus, or special DA occupational safety and health standards developed for military–unique equipment, systems, and operations to evaluate systems. Appendix A contains additional references related to the HHA program.

#### C–2. Acoustical energy (steady-state noise, impulse noise, and blast overpressure)

a. Acoustical energy is the potential energy that exists in a pressure wave that is transmitted through the air which may interact with the body to cause hearing loss or damage to internal organs.

b. This may include–

   1. Continuous noise from engines and helicopter rotors.
   2. Impulse noise from shoulder fired weapons.
   3. Blast overpressure created from the firing of mortars, towed artillery (free–field wave), and heavy weapons on crew served vehicles (complex wave).


#### C–3. Biological substances (pathogenic microorganisms and sanitation)

a. Exposures to microorganisms, their toxins, and enzymes. This category addresses sanitation concerns, such as human waste disposal, food handling, and personal hygiene.

b. References: AR 40–5, FM 21–10, and TB MED 577.

#### C–4. Chemical substances (weapon or engine combustion products and other toxic materials)

a. Hazards arising from excessive airborne concentrations of mists, gases, vapors, fumes, or particulate matter. Exposure via inhalation, ingestion, skin contact, or eye contact may cause toxic effects. Hazards may also be caused by exposure to toxic liquids and solids by ingestion, skin contact, or eye contact.


#### C–5. Oxygen deficiency (crew/confined spaces and high altitude)

a. Under certain conditions, atmospheric oxygen concentrations may be decreased below that which is commonly found in air (21 percent by volume). Large reductions in oxygen concentrations can cause–

   1. Shortness of breath.
   2. Impaired coordination and judgment with progression to unconsciousness and death.

b. This hazard may occur when atmospheric oxygen is displaced...
from an enclosed space or when a system is operated at high altitudes. High altitudes may involve a condition called hypoxia (decrease in oxygen supplied or used by body tissues) which can create visual, mental, and motor impairment.


C–6. Radiation energy (ionizing and nonionizing radiation, including lasers)

a. Ionizing radiation is any form of radiation sufficiently energetic to cause ionization when interacting with living or inanimate matter. This includes—
   (1) Alpha and beta particles.
   (2) Gamma rays.
   (3) X–rays.
   (4) Neutrons.

b. Nonionizing radiation refers to emissions from the electromagnetic spectrum that have insufficient energy to produce ionization of molecules. This includes—
   (1) Ultraviolet.
   (2) Visible.
   (3) Infrared.
   (4) Radio frequencies (including microwave radiation). Lasers emit amplified electromagnetic radiation within the nonionizing spectrum.


C–7. Shock (acceleration/deceleration)

Delivery of a mechanical impulse or impact to an individual transmitted from the acceleration or deceleration of a medium with which he or she has contact. Examples of this include opening forces of a parachute harness and forces delivered to the body as the result of weapon recoil.

C–8. Temperature extremes and humidity (heat and cold Injury)

a. This hazard category includes the human health effects associated with high or low temperatures (possibly in conjunction with high humidity) which may be exacerbated by the use of a materiel system. Heat stress can result in heat disorders, such as heatstroke and hypothermia. Cold induced disorders include frostbite and hypothermia.


C–9. Trauma (blunt, sharp, or musculoskeletal)

a. Physical trauma may occur because of sharp or blunt object impact to the eyes or body surface. Trauma to the musculoskeletal system may occur during the lifting of heavy objects, such as projectiles or ammunition boxes. Personal protective equipment, such as chemical protective masks, eyewear, or helmets are often assessed in terms of their ability to preclude traumatic injuries.


C–10. Vibration (whole body and segmental)

a. This hazard category is used to address health effects arising from contact of a mechanically oscillating surface with the human body. Sources of whole body and segmental vibration include riding in or driving vehicles and aircraft and operating certain hand–operated tools.
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Section I
Abbreviations

AAE
Army acquisition executive

ADM
acquisition decision memorandum

AHS
Academy of Health Sciences, U S Army

AMEDD
Army Medical Department

ANSI
American National Standards Institute

APG
Aberdeen Proving Ground

AR
Army regulation

ARNG
Army National Guard

ASARC
Army systems acquisition review council

ASA(RDA)
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition)

CBRS
Concept Based Requirements Systems

CBTDEV
combat developer

CFR
Code of Federal Regulations

CG
commanding general

COEA
cost and operational effectiveness analysis

CTP
coordinate test plans/program

DA
Department of the Army

DAB
defense acquisition board

DCP
decision coordinating paper

DCSOPS
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and

DOD
Department of Defense

DT
development test

EUT&E
early user test and evaluation

FM
field manual

FOT&E
follow–on operational test and evaluation

HFE
human factors engineering

HHA
health hazard assessment

HHAR
Health Hazard Assessment Report

IEP
independent evaluation plan

IHHAR
Initial Health Hazard Assessment Report

ILSP
integrated logistics support plan

IOT & E
initial operational test and evaluation

IPR
in–process review

ISO
International Standards Organization

JSOR
joint statement of requirement

LLT
long lead time

LRIP
low rate initial production

LSA
logistics support analysis

LSAR
logistics support analysis report

MADP
Materiel Acquisition Decision Process

MANPRINT
manpower and personnel integration

MATDEV
materiel developer

MEDCEN
medical center

MEDDAC
Medical Department activity

MER
manpower estimate report

MIL–HDBK
military handbook

MIL–STD
military standard

MJWG
MANPRINT joint working group

MNS
mission needs statement

NDI
nondevelopment item

0&0
operational and organizational

OFT
operational feasibility testing

OT&E
operational test and evaluation

OTP
operational test plan

PEO
program executive officer

PM
program, project, and product manager

PPQI
pre–production and disqualification test

PPT
production provement test

PQT
production qualification test

PRR
production readiness review

PVNTMED
preventive medicine

RAC
Risk Assessment Code

RCS
Requirement Control Symbol

RDTE
research, development, test, and evaluation

ROC
required operational capability

SCP
systems concept paper

SMMP
system MANPRINT management plan

TB MED
technical bulletin, medical

TC
type classification

TDP
technical data package
TFT
technical feasibility testing

TG
technical guide

TSG
The Surgeon General

TT
technical test

USAHA
U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency

USAHS
U.S. Army Health Services Command

USAMC
U.S. Army Materiel Command

USAMRDC
U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command

USAOTE
U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency

USA
U.S. Army Reserve

USATRADOC
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

UT
user test

Section II
Terms

Combat developer
Any organization responsible for developing or modifying doctrine on how the Army will fight.

Consensus standards
Standards prepared and written by industry, regulatory, and general interest groups. Based on known data, the standards reference the construction, usability, and safety of a product.

Data Item description
Specific description of the data the government expects to receive from a contractor. The data item description will refer the contractor to pertinent reference documents containing format and requirements for preparing the data.

Health hazard
An existing or likely condition, inherent to the operation or use of materiel, that can cause death, injury, acute or chronic illness, disability, and reduced job performance of personnel by exposure to--
   a. Acoustical energy.
   b. Biological substances.
   c. Chemical substances.
   d. Oxygen deficiency.
   e. Radiation energy.
   f. Shock.
   g. Temperature extremes and humidity.
   h. Trauma.
   i. Vibration.

Health hazard assessment
The application of biomedical knowledge and principles to document and to quantitatively determine the health hazards of Army systems. This assessment identifies, evaluates, and controls the risks to the health and effectiveness of personnel who test, use, or service Army systems. This assessment includes--
   a. The evaluation of hazard severity, hazard probability, risk assessment, consequences, and operational constraints.
   b. The identification of required precautions and protective devices.
   c. Training requirements.

Health hazard assessment program
An Army program implemented through the MADP. This program identifies, evaluates, prevents, and controls actual or potential health hazards in order to--
   a. Enhance soldier effectiveness.
   b. Provide maximum protection to personnel consistent with mission requirements and cost effectiveness.

Health hazard assessor
The health hazard assessor is normally the AMEDD element tasked by TSG to provide direct support to the program manager.

Human factors engineering
A comprehensive technical effort to integrate all personnel characteristics (skills, training implications, behavioral reactions, human performance, anthropometric data, and biomedical factors) into Army doctrine and systems. The integration is to assure operational effectiveness, safety, and freedom from health hazards (AR 602–1). Human factors engineering considerations are addressed during the preparation of the justification for major system new start.

Human factors engineering assessment
An assessment that will--
   a. Support the milestone decision review.
   b. Identify any human factors engineering problems that are critical enough to prevent an Army system from developing into the next phase of the MADP and any other problems that are not as critical or are noncritical but still must be addressed in the subsequent phase (AR 602–1).

Independent medical assessor
Personnel independent of materiel developers and combat developers who are tasked by the AMEDD to provide the appropriate HHA support of Army materiel systems.

Manpower and personnel integration
The process of integrating the full range of HFE, manpower, personnel, training, HHA, and system safety to improve soldier performance and total system performance throughout the entire MADP.

Materiel acquisition decision process
The sequence of acquisition activities starting with the identification of an unmet mission need and extending through the introduction of a system into operational use.

Materiel developer
Any organization responsible for developing or modifying materiel.

Nondevelopment Item
The acquisition of commercially available, other source, or foreign items that can be used without extensive modification or other development efforts.

Operational and organizational plan
The program initiation document in the MADP. Its purpose is to provide an early agreement between the MATDEV and CBTDEV on the requirement to initiate the MADP in order to meet a new need.

Risk assessment code
RACs quantify risk to personnel (users and testers) operating or maintaining a system or conducting an operation. They also show the adverse effect on or possible loss of bodily systems described in categories of hazard severity and hazard probability.

Safety assessment report
A formal summary of the safety data collected during the design and development of the system. In it, the MATDEV summarizes the hazard potential of the item, provides a risk assessment, and recommends procedures or other corrective actions to reduce these hazards to an acceptable level.

Soldier–machine Interface
Where the soldier controls the equipment and where information regarding equipment status is provided to the operator.

System safety
The application of engineering and management principles, criteria, and techniques to optimize safety within the constraints of operational effectiveness, time, and cost throughout all phases of the system or facility life cycle.

System safety engineering
An engineering discipline requiring specialized professional knowledge and skills in applying scientific and engineering principles, criteria, and techniques to identify and eliminate hazards or reduce the risk associated with the hazards.
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